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INTRODUCTION
This work arose from an attempt to generalize certain results of
  mNishiyama 3 on irreducible quotients of the W   -module P. Heren m
m P is the m-fold tensor product of the polynomial algebra P
 k x , . . . , x in n variables over a field k of characteristic zero, W is the1 n n
Lie algebra of derivations of P, and  is the semigroup of all maps ofm
 41, 2, . . . , m to itself. For nm, Nishiyama relates each irreducible W n
 quotient,  , of m P to an irreducible quotient    of them
Ž . i n Ž .gl n, k  -module k for some i n , where   and  determinei
the original  and . He then uses SchurWeyl duality to show that  
and , and hence  and , must belong to the same Young diagram. In
this way he obtains a correspondence between irreducible W quotients ofn
m P and irreducible  quotients ofm P. These results rely on the factm
that k is a field of characteristic zero in order to use SchurWeyl duality,
the complete reducibility of  -modules, and the known structure ofi
irreducible W -modules. In this paper, we obtain a relation betweenn
Ž . mmaximal W   -submodules and hence irreducible quotients of  Pn m
Ž . i nand maximal gl n, k  -submodules of  k under much more gen-i
eral conditions, where k can be replaced by an arbitrary commutative ring
with unit R.
In Section 1, we study graded Lie algebras W over R acting on graded
modules M with a lowest degree d. We give conditions under which the
maximal W-submodules of M correspond one-to-one with maximal W -0
submodules of M , where W is the degree 0 subalgebra of W.d 0
In Section 2, we provide some results on representations M of the
semigroup  . We define an index, i, for each maximal submodule of M.m
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We then define a functor  from  -modules to  -modules which matchesm i
equivalence classes of maximal  -submodules of index i in M with certainm
maximal  -submodules of M.i
In Section 3, we apply the results of Sections 1 and 2 to two main
examples. If P is the polynomial algebra on n generators over R, L is the
Ž n .Lie algebra of derivations of P, and V *Hom R , R is the dual to the
free module on n generators over R, then we have
THEOREM P. If nm, there is a one-to-one correspondence between
equialence classes of J-maximal graded L  -submodules of index r inm
m Ž . r P and maximal gl n, R  -submodules of  V *.r
Note the restriction to maximal graded submodules in Theorem P. We
can remove this restriction if the ring R has finite characteristic c and we
replace the polynomial ring P with the quotient P PI, where the ideal
 c1 cn4I is generated by the powers x , . . . , x . We then get1 n
THEOREM P. If nm, there is a one-to-one correspondence between
equialence classes of J-maximal L  -submodules of index r in m Pm
Ž . rand maximal gl n, R  -submodules of  V *.r
If  is the exterior algebra on n generators over the ring R and L is
the Lie superalgebra of superderivations of , then we have
THEOREM . If nm, there is a one-to-one correspondence between
equialence classes of J-maximal L  -submodules of index r in m andm
Ž . rmaximal gl n, R  -submodules of  V *.r
I. GRADED LIE ALGEBRAS





 be a graded Lie algebra over R in the sense that W , W W . Let A bei j ij
an associative algebra over R. By a W A-module we mean an R-module
M with a Lie algebra action of W and an action of A on M which
commute with each other and with the action of R,
ra wm  a rw m  a w rm  rw amŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
 w ra m  w a rm ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
for all wW, a A, r R, and mM.
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with W M M , AM M for all i, j. Note that M is a W  A-modulei j ij j j j 0
 4for each j. A graded W A-module has minimal degree d if M  0 fori
all i d.
The following results are well-known.
Ž .1.1 LEMMA. Let M be a graded W A-module with minimal degree d.
Let SM be inariant under A, and let S be the W-submodule generatedd
by S. Then we hae the following:
Ž .1 S is generated as an R-module by terms of the form w w 


 w s1 2 k
where s S, w W , and m  0,  i,i m ii
Ž .2 S is a graded W A-module with minimal degree d graded by its
intersection with M, and
Ž . Ž .3 S is the W -submodule of M generated by S.d 0 d
Ž .1.2 THEOREM. Let M be a graded W A-module with minimal degree
d such that M generates M as a W-module. Thend
Ž .1 If N is a maximal graded W A submodule of M, then NM isd
a maximal W  A-submodule of M .0 d
Ž .2 The correspondence NNM gies a one-to-one correspon-d
dence between all maximal graded W A-submodules of M and all maximal
W  A-submodules of M .0 d
Proof. Given a maximal graded N, if NM is not maximal in Md d
choose a proper W  A-submodule PM which properly contains0 d
Ž .NM . By 1.1 the W submodule P generated by P is a gradedd
Ž .W A-module with P W P P. Let Q be the sum of all gradedd 0
submodules Q of M such that Q  P. Then Q itself is a gradedd
submodule of M containing P, and Q  P. Furthermore, Q properlyd
contains N, contradicting the maximality of N. Thus NM is maximal.d
Now suppose P is any maximal W  A-submodule of M . Again, by0 d
Ž .1.1 , P is a graded W A-submodule of M with P W P P. Let Qd 0
be the sum of all graded submodules Q of M with Q  P. Then Q mustd
Žbe maximal. If L is a graded submodule containing Q properly, then Ld
.must properly contain Q  P. But then L M so LM. Clearly Qd d d
contains any graded Q such that QM Q  P, so Q is the uniqued d
maximal graded submodule with QM  P. Thus we have the requiredd
one-to-one correspondence.
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 4The graded W A-module M has maximal degree D if M  0 ,i
 iD.
Ž .1.3 LEMMA. Let M be a graded W A-module with minimal degree d
and maximal degree D such that M generates M as a W-module. Then eeryd
maximal W A-submodule of M is graded.
Proof. Let P : MM be the standard projection. For any W A-i i
submodule N of M, let
iD
G N  P N .Ž . Ž .	 i
id
It is easy to see that this is graded W A-submodule of M. If N is
Ž . Ž . Ž .maximal, then either G N N or G N M. If G N N, then N is
Ž . Ž .graded, so we assume that G N M, in which case P N M . Ifd d




 w m where w W , n  0, Ýn  k
 d, and mM . There is1 2 j i n i i di











 w n a b ,1 j 1 j 1 j
 4where aN and b	 M . Since	 M  0 N, it follows thati ii k i D
M N. By induction, we get that M N for every k so MN.D k
Ž . Ž .1.4 THEOREM. If M satisfies the conditions of 1.3 , then the maximal
W A-submodules of M are in a one-to-one correspondence with the maxi-
mal W  A-submodules of M . In fact, the W  A composition factors of0 d 0
M are in one-to-one correspondence with the W A composition factors ofd
M which can be realized as the top of a W A-submodule of M which is
graded by intersection and generated by its intersection with M .d
We note that the results of this section still hold if W is a Lie
Ž .superalgebra 2 with a  grading such that the required  grading is2
just the odd and even parts of the  grading. In particular, these results
Ž . Ž . nhold for the Lie superalgebra W n 2, 4 . Let  be the exterior algebra
Ž . nover R in n variables. Then W n is the set of superderivations of  . The
Ž . nelements of degree s in W n are exactly the R-endomorphisms of 
satisfying
Ž .s deg aD ab D a b 
1 aD b , deg D a  deg a  s,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
for any homogeneous a, bn.
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II. THE FULL TRANSFORMATION SEMIGROUP
 4Let  be the semigroup of endomorphisms of 1, 2, . . . , m underm
composition. Let
  4j     1, 2, . . . , m  i . 4Ž .i m
 Let J be the ideal of the semigroup ring R  generated by j .i m i
We call   a standard idempotent of rank i if  is an idempotentm
 4with image 1, 2, . . . , i . If   , then   is well-defined. Thus if Mi m
    Ž . Ž .is an R  -module, M becomes an R  -module since  m   m.m i
Note that M is independent of the specific choice of .
 For M an R  -module, we have the filtrationm
 4M J M J M 


  J  0 .m m
1 0
Ž .  2.1 DEFINITION. An R  -submodule N of M has index i in M ifm
N J M but N J M.i
1 i
Ž .  2.2 DEFINITION. An R  -module N is called J-maximal if N is am
maximal submodule of J M, for some 0 lm. Two J-maximal submod-l
ules N , N of M are said to be equialent if they have the same index i in1 2
M and N  J MN  J M.1 i 2 i
We now state the main result of this section.
Ž .2.3 THEOREM. Let  be a standard idempotent of rank i. Then N N
induces a one-to-one correspondence between equialence classes of J-maxi-
 mal submodules of index i in M and maximal R  -submodules of M whichi
contain J M M J M M.i
1 i
1
We break this result down.
Ž .2.4 PROPOSITION. The map NN J M induces a one-to-one corre-i
spondence between equialence classes of J-maximal submodules of index i in
M and maximal submodules of J M containing J M.i i
1
Proof. If N is maximal in J M, consider the compositionl
J M J M J MN.i l l
Ž .This gives us an injective map  : J M N J M  J MN. Since N hasi i l
Ž .index i, J M N J M is not zero. Since N is maximal in J M,  musti i l
be an isomorphism. Thus N J M is maximal in J M. By the definition ofi i
index i, J MN J M.i
1 i
Ž .2.5 LEMMA. Gien   with rank i and  j where k i, therem k
exist  ,  j with  .k
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Ž .2.6 COROLLARY. Gien   with rank i we hae J M J M.m i
1 i
1
Ž .2.7 LEMMA. Gien a  -module P such that J P P 0 and a stan-m i
dard idempotent  of rank i, we hae P 0.
Ž .Proof. There must be  p 0 where  j , p P. By 2.5 we cani
Ž .factor  so that p 0. Then  p  0.
Ž .2.8 LEMMA. Let  be a standard idempotent of rank i. The functor from
 -modules to  -modules which takes an object N to N and the morphism f :m i
NM to the restriction f of f to N is exact.
Proof. Given an exact sequence
f g 
A B C
of  -modules, we consider the sequencem
f g  
A B C.
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž .For a A we know that g f a  g f a  0, so im f   
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ker g . Now take b ker g . Since g b  g b  0, there is an  
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .a A with f a  b. But then f a  f a   f a  b b and
the functor is exact.
Ž .2.9 LEMMA. If  is a standard idempotent of rank i and N is a proper
submodule of J M, then N is a proper submodule of  J M M.i i
Proof. Take the exact sequence
   0 N J M P 0.i
Ž .Then by 2.8 the sequence N  J M P is exact. Choose p Pi
and m  m  


 m  J M with image p in P. We may select1 1 k k i
Ž . Ž .  j , l 1, . . . , k so that     . Then p  m     ml i l l l 1 1 1
Ž . Ž . 


   m  J P. Thus P J P, and from 2.7 we have thatm k k i i
P 0, so N is proper.
We may now prove the following proposition.
Ž .2.10 PROPOSITION. Let  be a standard idempotent of rank i. The
functor taking N to N gies a one-to-one correspondence between maximal
 -submodules of J M and maximal  -submodules of M. Furthermore,m i i




Proof. Identify M as a  -module and let L be any  -submodulei i
L M J M. Let L be the  -module generated by L in J M. Sincei m i
Ž . Ž .L M L, we have L L L. Take any   l  L. Then   l
  l L, where  is the element of  which agrees with  oni
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ˆ 41, 2, . . . , i . Thus, L L. Now define L to be the sum of all  -modulesm
ˆ ˆP in J M, such that P L. Then L L, and then since L L wei
ˆmust have L L.
Now let N be a maximal submodule of J M. We want to show that Ni
Ž .is maximal in  J M M. By 2.9 N is proper. If N P  J M,i i
ˆthen N P J M, a contradiction. So N is maximal. Also, if J MNi i
1
then J M M  J M N.i
1 i
1
ˆNow suppose that P is maximal in M. If PN J M, then Ni
ˆŽ . J M by 2.9 and P P N. This contradicts the maximality of P, soi




ˆ P by definition. 
Evidently sending N to N and sending N to N gives one-to-one
correspondences between all maximal submodules N of J M and alli
maximal submodules N of M.
Ž . Ž .Theorem 2.3 now follows from 2.4 and 2.10 .
We observe that the theorems proved in this section are still true if we
are working with W  - and W  -modules instead of  - and  -mod-m i m i
ules. We may combine Theorem 2.3 and Theorem 1.4 to get the following
result.
Ž .2.11 THEOREM. Let M be a W  -module and  an idempotent ofm
Ž .index i. If A M J M M is a graded W-module with minimali
1
degree d and maximal degree D such that A generates A, then there is ad
one-to-one correspondence between equialence classes of J-maximal W  -m
submodules of index i in A and maximal W   -submodules of A .0 i d
We say that a  -module L has index i if J L 0 while J L 0. Thism i
1 i
is equivalent to saying that the kernel of any  -surjection M L hasm
Ž .index i in M. Then 2.3 gives the following.
Ž .2.12 COROLLARY. Gien an irreducible  -module L of index i, L ism
an irreducible  -module.i
III. EXAMPLES
Let P n be the polynomial algebra over R on n generators x , x , . . . , x .1 2 n
Then P n is a free graded R-module where P n homogeneous polynomi-i
als of total degree i. Let Ln be the Lie algebra of derivations of P n. For
na P define the derivation a by x j
 0, if i j
a x  .Ž .i ½ a, if i j x j
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nThen L is generated as an R-module by derivations of the form m , x j
where m is a monomial in x , . . . , x . Define a grading on Ln by setting1 n
 n nŽ . Ž .the degree of m  deg m 
 1. Then P is a graded L -module. x j
Now let P n, m be the polynomial algebra over R on nm double
subscripted variables z , 1 i n, 1 jm. As an R-module, P n, mi, j
can be identified with the tensor product of m copies of P n. We can
n n, m nŽ .define a graded action of L on P by sending x x 


 x  L toi i i  x j1 2 k
m n, mÝ z z 


 z , a derivation of P . The semigroup  acts onr1 i , r i , r i , r m z j , r1 2 k
n, m Ž .P by acting on the second subscript,  z  z ,   .i, j i,  Ž j. m
It is not hard to check that the actions of Ln and  commute, so P n, mm
is a graded Ln   -module. The submodule J P n, m is freely generatedm r
over R by monomials in z containing at most r distinct second indices j.i, j
In particular, J P n, m is generated by monomials which are missing atm
1
least one value for the second index. Then the quotient An, m
P n, mJ P n, m can be identified as an R-module with the free R-modulem
1
generated by monomials in z for which each value j 1, 2, . . . , m fori, j
the second subscript appears at least once. Evidently, as a graded Ln   -m
module An, m has lowest degree dm. In order to apply Theorem 1.2, we
prove the following lemma.
Ž . n, m n3.1 LEMMA. If nm, then A is generated as an L -module by the
single element of degree m,
g z z 


 z .1, 1 2, 2 m , m
Proof. We know that An, m is generated over R by monomials of the
Ž .form a a 


 a where a is a monomial of degree at least one in1 2 m k
z , z , . . . , z . We will show by induction that any such monomial is in1, k 2, k n, k
n ² : Ž .the L -module g generated by g. First, if a  a z is any monomiall l i, l
in z , . . . , z , theni, l n, l

² :a z z z 


 z  a x g g .Ž . Ž .1 i , 1 2, 2 3, 3 m , m 1 i  x1




 a z 


 z  g1 k k1, k1 m , m
Ž .and let a z be a monomial in z , . . . , z . Thenk1 i, k1 1, k1 n, k1

a x a 


 a z 






 a a z 


 z1 k k1 k2, k2 m , m
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² :plus terms of the form b 


 b z 


 z  g . It follows that1 k k1, k1 m , m
² :the term a 


 a a z 


 z is in g . Then by induction any1 k k1 k2, k2 m , m
² :monomial of the form a 


 a  g .1 m
To apply Theorem 1.2 effectively, we must also identify the action of
Ln   on the lowest degree terms in An, m An, m. If V is the free0 m d m
n Ž .R-module on x , . . . , x , then P can be identified with V *Hom V, R1 n 1
n, m m n m Ž .and A  P  V * the tensor product of m copies of V * .m 1j1 j1
n  4 Ž .Furthermore, L  Ýc x , c  R can be identified with gl n, R ,0 i, j i i, j x j
the n by n matrices over R. Then the action of Ln on P n is just the natural0 1
Ž . n n, maction of gl n, R on V *, and the action of L on A is just the natural0 m
n, m  4action on the tensor product. Finally, since j A  0 , the action ofm
1
 on An, m is determined by the action of the symmetric group   m m m

 j . Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 1.2 then give the following result.m
1
Ž . n3.2 THEOREM. If nm, then the set of all maximal graded L   -m
submodules of P n, m which contain J m
1P n, m is in one-to-one correspon-
Ž . mdence with the set of all maximal gl n, R  -submodules of  V *.m j1
In order to apply Theorem 2.3, we observe that if  is a standard
idempotent of rank r, then P n, m P n, r and P n, mJ m
1P n, m An, r.
Then Theorems 2.3 and 3.2 give
Ž . n, r3.3 THEOREM. If nm, then N N A gies a one-to-oner
correspondence between equialence classes of J-maximal graded Ln   -m
n, m Ž .submodules of index r in P and the set of all maximal gl n, R  -r
submodules of r V *.j1
If the ring R has finite characteristic c, we can remove the graded
restriction in Theorem 3.3 by working with a truncated polynomial algebra.
Ž . ² c1 cn:If   , . . . ,  is a vector of positive integers, let I  x , . . . , x1 n  1 n
 P n be the ideal generated by x c1, . . . , x cn. Then I is invariant under1 n 
the Ln action, so P n P nI is a graded Ln-module with highest degree 
n Ž  i . n, m m n n, m n, m m
1 n, mŁ c 
 1 . Put P  P and A  P J P .i1     j1
Then An, m is a graded Ln   -module with lowest degree dm and m
highest degree Dm 
  . Theorems 2.3 and 1.4 then give the following
result.
Ž . n, r3.4 THEOREM. If nm, then N N A gies a one-to-one , r
correspondence between equialence classes of J-maximal Ln   -submodulesm
n, m Ž .of index r in P and the set of all maximal gl n, R  -submodules of r
r V *.j1
Note that the above result is still true with Ln replaced by its quotient
  Ž . Ž .with the ideal generated by I , . . . , I , where  i   i for all i. In  x  x1 n
Ž .  prime characteristic, this is the generalized Witt algebra W n,  of 1 .
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Analogous results are obtained if we work with n, the exterior algebra
over R in n variables, in place of P n. We then let Ln be the Lie
Ž . nsuperalgebra W n of superderivations of  generated as an R-module by
terms of the form

f ,Ý i  xi
n Ž . n, m m nwhere f is a homogeneous term in  2 . Let    be thei j1
 exterior algebra in n 
 m variables z . Then, as in 4 , each homogeneousi, j
Ž . n, mDW n extends naturally to a superderivation of  by
r
Ž . Ž .s
1 deg DD   


   
1   


D   


  .Ž .Ž . Ž .Ýi i i i i1 r 1 s r
s1
If we now put An, mn, mJ m
1n, m, then An, m still has lowest degree
dm, but now has highest degree D nm.
The analogue of Lemma 3.1 still holds for the exterior algebra case, so
Theorems 1.4 and 2.3 give the following result.
Ž . n, r3.5 THEOREM. If nm, then N N A gies a one-to-oner
correspondence between the equialence classes of J-maximal Ln   -m
n, m Ž .submodules of index r in  and the set of all maximal gl n, R  -r
submodules of r V *.j1
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